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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUNDANDPURPOSE: Determination of hemispheric language dominance is critical for planning epilepsy surgery.We assess the
usefulness of spatiotemporal source analysis of magnetoencephalography for determining language laterality.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Thirty-five patients with epilepsy were studied. The patients performed a semantic word-processing task
during MEG recording. Epochs containing language-related neuromagnetic activity were averaged after preprocessing. The averaged data
between 250 and 550 ms after stimulus were analyzed by using dynamic statistical parametric mapping. ROIs were obtained in the
opercular and triangular parts of the inferior frontal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, and supramarginal gyrus in both hemispheres. We
calculated laterality indices according to 1) dSPM-amplitude method, based on the amplitude of activation in the ROIs, and 2) dSPM-
counting method, based on the number of unit dipoles with activation over a threshold in the ROIs. The threshold was determined as half
of themaximum value in all ROIs for each patient. A LI�0.10 or��0.10 was considered left- or right-hemisphere dominance, respectively;
a LI between�0.10 and 0.10 was considered bilateral. All patients underwent an intracarotid amobarbital procedure as part of presurgical
evaluation.

RESULTS: The dSPM-counting method demonstrated laterality consistent with the IAP in 32 of 35 patients (91.4%), the remaining 3 (8.6%)
demonstrated bilateral language representation, whereas the dSPM-amplitude method showed 18 (51.4%) concordant and 17 (48.6%)
bilateral. No laterality opposite to the IAP was found.

CONCLUSIONS: Spatiotemporalmapping of language lateralizationwith the dSPM-countingmethodmay reduce the necessity for an IAP
in as many as 90% of patients.

ABBREVIATIONS: dSPM� dynamic statistical parametric mapping; IAP� intracarotid amobarbital procedure; LI� laterality index; MEG�magnetoencephalog-
raphy; MPRAGE� magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition of gradient echo

Determination of hemispheric language dominance (language

lateralization) is critical for planning epilepsy surgery. Tra-

ditionally, the IAP, also known as the Wada test, is the standard

technique used to determine language laterality. It is invasive,

requiring the injection of amobarbital (or methohexital) into the

internal carotid arteries, and carries a risk of stroke and other

complications.1-3 MEG, a noninvasive neuroimaging procedure,

is an established method for language lateralization.4-7 MEG de-

tects neural activity with high spatial and temporal resolution

when it is recorded in a subject performing language tasks. Previ-

ous studies have reported concordance between the IAP and MEG

lateralization in presurgical patients with epilepsy, showing posi-

tive predictive values of 83%–91%.8,9

In these studies, MEG data were analyzed by using a conven-

tional single dipole model.4-6 This model may be unfavorable in

some conditions, especially when the brain activation involves a

large region of a neural network.10,11 Several studies have re-

ported that the lateralization metrics based on MEG are highly

dependent on the dipole selection criteria, and sensitivity ranges

from 71% to 98%.8,9 Determination of these criteria may require

specialized skill and experience. Spatiotemporally distributed

source models, such as minimum norm estimates and dSPM, pro-

vide good source localization over extended sources.12,13 These
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estimate the current of unit dipoles distributed in the numerous

cortical patches, creating dynamic activation maps on the cortex.

A few studies have applied spatiotemporal source models to ana-

lyzing the language-related MEG data.14,15 However, the clinical

usefulness of an anatomically constrained dSPM remains unclear.

The purpose of this study was to assess the usefulness of a

spatiotemporal source analysis of MEG data for determining

language laterality in patients with medically refractory epi-

lepsy. From a practical perspective, we sought semiautomated

procedures without the need for subjective interactions such as

manually identifying MEG sources, sensors, and signals. We

calculated the LI in 2 different ways based on dSPM, and com-

pared these with the laterality obtained from the IAP.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
We studied 35 patients (16 female, 19 male; mean age, 24.0 years;

Table) with intractable epilepsy undergoing presurgical evalua-

tion. MEG was performed as a part of this clinical evaluation, and

we analyzed all data retrospectively. Three patients (patients 33–

35) showed right-hemisphere language dominance in the IAP,

and the rest showed left-hemisphere dominance.

Control Group
We studied a control group to validate the capability of language

lateralization by using the procedure performed in the patients.

The control group consisted of 25 healthy, right-handed subjects

(7 male, 18 female; mean age, 24.2 years). The study was approved

by the Massachusetts General Hospital institutional review board.

Data Acquisition
MEG was recorded with a 306-channel (204 planar gradiometers

and 102 magnetometers), whole-head MEG system in a magnet-

ically shielded chamber. The sampling rate was 1 kHz (patients

1–9) or 600 Hz (patients 10 –35). Data were bandpass filtered

between 0.1 and 200 Hz. For the source analysis, the data were

further low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 40 Hz. In all

patients, high-resolution 3T anatomic MR imaging data were ac-

quired with magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition of gradient

echo (TE � 3.37 ms; TR � 2000 ms; voxel size � 1 � 1 � 1 mm).

Stimuli and Tasks
During the MEG recording, patients performed a semantic deci-

sion task in which 160 English nouns were presented visually.

They were asked to decide whether each word was abstract (eg,

“freedom”) or concrete (eg, “apple”) and to press different but-

tons depending on their decision (Fig 1A). Each word was pre-

sented for 1000 ms, and the interstimulus interval was 2000 ms.

Total recording time was 8 minutes for each patient.

Preprocessing
Each patient’s cortical surface was reconstructed from the

MPRAGE MR imaging data, and anatomic parcellation of the

cortical areas was obtained by using FreeSurfer (http://surfer.

nmr.mgh.harvard.edu)16,17 (Fig 1C, -D). For MEG data, epochs

with a time window of 500 ms before stimulus and 1000 ms after

stimulus were collected (Fig 1A). Each epoch was examined

visually for artifact rejection. The MEG data containing adequate

epochs were processed with a temporally extended signal space

separation method for further reduction of artifacts.18,19 After the

preprocessing, these epochs were averaged for each patient. Thus,

the averaged MEG data contain neuromagnetic fields evoked by

repetitive language stimuli (Fig 1B). The source activity was then

estimated based on the averaged data (Fig 1E).

Source Analysis
Spatiotemporal source distribution was calculated by using

dSPM.13 In this method, an anatomically constrained linear esti-

mation approach was applied, assuming the sources are distrib-

uted on the cortical surface.20 The forward solution, which mod-

els the signal pattern generated by a unit dipole at each location on

the cortical surface, was calculated by using a single-layer bound-

ary elemental method.21,22 The surface was tessellated with 5120

triangles; adequate numeric accuracy was provided by using Free-

Surfer.16,17,23-26 The activation at each vertex of the cortical sur-

face was mapped by using a noise-normalized minimum norm

estimate.12,20 Thus, the spatiotemporal source distribution maps

Patient profile and laterality indices
Patient Age/Sex Diagnosis LI-Amplitude LI-Counting
1 16/F Lt TLE 0.27 0.88
2 13/F Lt FLE �0.03a 0.30
3 15/M Lt TLE 0.05a 0.58
4 15/F Rt TLE 0.02a 0.14
5 34/F Lt TLE 0.54 1.00
6 20/F Rt TLE 0.12 0.98
7 19/M Rt FLE 0.12 0.89
8 15/M Rt PLE 0.24 0.68
9 17/F Lt TLE 0.11 0.68
10 9/F Lt TLE 0.02a 0.28
11 14/M Rt FLE �0.06a �0.08a

12 14/F Lt TLE 0.15 0.62
13 16/F Lt TLE 0.16 0.63
14 28/M Lt FLE 0.08a 0.16
15 18/M Lt OLE 0.02a 0.05a

16 21/M Lt TLE 0.01a 0.33
17 38/M Rt TLE 0.04a 0.62
18 30/M Rt TLE �0.07a 0.15
19 28/F Rt TLE 0.26 0.99
20 42/F Rt TLE 0.10 0.15
21 50/M Lt TLE 0.10 �0.04a

22 18/M Rt TLE 0.12 0.22
23 59/M Lt TLE 0.17 0.88
24 26/M Lt TLE �0.08a 0.10
25 44/M Lt TLE 0.00a 0.23
26 15/M Lt TLE 0.07a 0.23
27 23/M Rt TLE 0.11 0.47
28 18/F Lt TLE 0.11 0.20
29 28/F Rt TLE 0.11 0.59
30 26/F Rt TLE 0.06a 0.13
31 30/F Lt TLE 0.11 0.56
32 14/F Rt OLE 0.24 1.00
33b 15/M Lt FLE �0.02a �0.17
34b 43/M Lt TLE �0.06a �0.13
35b 12/M Lt TLE �0.09a �0.33

Note:—LI indicates laterality index; F, female; M, male; Rt, right; Lt, left; TLE, temporal
lobe epilepsy; FLE, frontal lobe epilepsy; PLE, parietal lobe epilepsy; OLE, occipital
lobe epilepsy.
a MEG-derived language lateralization is not consistent with IAP.
b Right-hemisphere language dominance in IAP.
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were obtained at each time point (Fig 1E). We evaluated the maps

within a time window of 250 –550 ms.

Laterality Index
LI was calculated by 2 different methods with the use of dSPM

based on the source distribution in several ROIs. The Wernicke

and Broca areas are important for representing receptive and ex-

pressive language function, whereas various other regions, such as

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and primary motor cortex, partici-

pate in language processing.27,28 Presurgical evaluation usually

requires mapping of the essential language areas and not just the

participating areas. We selected ROIs based on a priori knowledge

of the language network,14,15 including opercular and triangular

parts of the inferior frontal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, and

supramarginal gyrus in both hemispheres (Fig 1D). These cortical

areas were created by an automated cortical parcellation algo-

rithm by using FreeSurfer and were visually inspected to avoid

erroneous surface reconstruction. LI values range from �1.00 to

1.00, and a LI �0.10 or ��0.10 was considered left- or right-

hemisphere dominance, respectively; a LI between �0.10 and

0.10 was considered bilateral.

dSPM Amplitude Method
We averaged source waveforms within

each region of interest. The sum of ampli-

tude in a time window of 250 –550 ms was

obtained for all ROIs. LI-amplitude was

defined as (L � R)/(L � R), where L and R

represent the amplitudes in left- and

right-hemisphere ROIs, respectively (Fig

2A).

dSPM Counting Method
In each ROI, we counted the number of

unit dipoles the activation of which ex-

ceeded a threshold in the time window of

250 –550 ms. The threshold was deter-

mined as half of the maximum value over

all ROIs. LI-counting was defined as (L �

R)/(L � R), where L and R represent the

total number of unit dipoles counted in

left- and right-hemisphere ROIs, respec-

tively (Fig 2B).

RESULTS
Table 1 provides an overview of the results

for all patients. With the dSPM-ampli-

tude method, 18 of 35 (51.4%) patients

showed language representation consis-

tent with IAP results. Seventeen patients

(48.6%) had bilateral representation. In

the dSPM-counting method, 32 (91.4%)

were concordant and 3 (8.6%) were bilat-

eral. LI-counting was more consistent

with IAP lateralization than LI-ampli-

tude. We estimated the concordance be-

tween the lateralization results of MEG

and the IAP regarding the laterality in the

epileptogenic hemisphere.8 In LI-ampli-

tude, the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and neg-

ative predictive value were 100%, 53%, 69%, and 100% when

bilateral representation was classified into the positive group for

both hemispheres. In LI-counting, these values were 100%, 94%,

95%, and 100%.

In the control group, LI-amplitude showed left-sided language

predominance in 11 of 25 (44.0%) subjects. Fourteen (56.0%)

were bilateral. In LI-counting, 23 of 25 (92.0%) were left, and 2

(8.0%) were bilateral.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we introduced 2 procedures for language lateraliza-

tion by using spatiotemporal source analysis of MEG, and we

compared the results by using an IAP. Our results demonstrated

that the language laterality estimated by using the dSPM-counting

method had a good concordance with the IAP.

Our procedure included a semantic decision task for language

MEG acquisition. A semantic task has been performed in prior

studies.7,15 Binder et al29 reported that the semantic task strongly

activated the language network of the brain with fMRI. LI-count-

FIG 1. A, Schematic representation of language MEG processing. Stimuli are visually presented
as “abstract” or “concrete” words (Stimuli line). Patient responses are also recorded (Response
line). Using stimuli as a trigger, epochs from�500 ms to 1000 ms are averaged. B, Waveforms of
the averaged MEG from 0 ms to 1000 ms. Waveforms of each MEG sensor group are superim-
posed. Language activation is seen around 250–550 ms in the frontal, temporal, and parietal
sensors.MPRAGEMR imaging (C) provides the cortical surface of each patient by reconstruction
processing. This procedure also gives anatomic parcellation of the cortex (D). Four ROIs per each
hemisphere are used for calculating LI. E, Spatiotemporal source distribution of the language
MEG is mapped on the cortical surface by using dSPM. The value of activation in ROIs is
extracted from dSPM.
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ing in our control group showed a high proportion of left pre-

dominance, consistent with a previous report30 suggesting that

the task paradigm is appropriate for language lateralization.

Several studies have shown a good concordance of language

laterality between MEG and the IAP by using a single dipole

model.8,9 These studies used optimized dipole selection crite-

ria6,8,9 and optimized sensor selection4,8,31,32 for calculating di-

poles adequately demonstrating language-related activity. Al-

though highly accurate, this process is rather time consuming and

requires significant skill. Several researchers have demonstrated

that the optimization may be important for determining laterality

by MEG.33 In theory, dSPM can represent all the magnetic fields

by applying a distributed source model.13,20 Therefore, dSPM

analysis does not have a concept of the selection criteria of the

adequate sources. In addition, source waveforms, or values of

activation, can easily be extracted from any cortical regions of

interest on dSPM based on cortical parcellation. Our LI calcula-

tion procedures do not need manual signal selection at a sensor

level. By using an objective process in the whole procedure, dSPM

may be a convenient method to obtain the language laterality.

LI-amplitude tended to show bilateral representation more

than LI-counting, though no patients showed laterality opposite

to the IAP. This tendency was also observed in the control group.

The dSPM-amplitude method reflects mainly the strength of the

language-related neuromagnetic activity. Bilateral representation

suggests that the language task activated cortices in both hemi-

spheres. The dSPM-counting method, however, was more con-

cordant with the IAP than the dSPM-amplitude method. It rep-

resents the size of activated cortex during the language processing.

Thus, these LIs may provide different lateralization results be-

cause they reflect different aspects of language-related neuromag-

netic activities. Our findings suggest that language lateralization

may be more correlated with the size of the activated cortex than

with the strength of activation. Previous MEG studies have dem-

onstrated language laterality by counting the number of strong

single-current equivalent dipoles,8,32,34

whereas other studies observed bilateral

activation associated with language

function.15,35 None of these studies,

however, compared the counting- and

amplitude-based methods directly in

the same mapping procedure. Language

fMRI studies often calculate LIs based

on the number of activated voxels over a

threshold,36,37 but Suarez et al38 have

reported that the threshold-dependent

approach may demonstrate unfavorable

lateralization results. Pang et al39 have

compared MEG and fMRI lateralization

by using a voxel-counting procedure

and demonstrated concordance. Direct

comparison between the laterality de-

termined by the size of activated cortex

and activation amplitude in the same

mapping procedure of both MEG and

fMRI would be necessary to determine

which approach contributes more to the

language lateralization.

Although LI-counting showed high concordance of laterality

with the IAP, 3 discordant cases were observed. Patient move-

ment or dental hardware metallic artifacts contaminated the

MEG of these patients during visual inspection. Our MEG pre-

processing consisted of 2 steps that used manual artifact rejec-

tion and signal space separation; lateralization, however, may

be difficult in cases such as these with excessive artifacts. In

addition, Doss et al34 described fundamental reasons for dis-

cordance; MEG is a brain activation paradigm, whereas the IAP

suppresses brain activity, and the tasks in these 2 procedures

are often very different.

In the dSPM-counting method, we used a threshold deter-

mined by half of the maximum value of activation in the ROIs.

The best procedure for obtaining an appropriate threshold in

dSPM has not been determined.11 Investigating the statistical dis-

tribution of activation values may be useful for resolving this

issue.

Our dSPM procedure uses automated cortical reconstruction

and parcellation. Surface-based cortical analysis based on this

technique demonstrates structural abnormality of cortical thick-

ness and blurred gray-white matter boundaries.40 Therefore, any

cortical lesions could theoretically affect the surface reconstruc-

tion and source distribution, though there were no gross changes.

Further investigation will be necessary to estimate the effect of

cortical lesions on the source estimates.

The small number of patients with right-sided language later-

ality in the IAP is a limitation of this study. Further studies that

include more patients with right-dominant and bilateral language

representation in the IAP will reduce any selection bias. In this

study, our MEG protocol requires only an 8-minute recording

session for language lateralization. Including this noninvasive

language evaluation in the presurgical work-up would be benefi-

cial and might provide an opportunity to skip an IAP in 90% of

patients.

FIG 2. Schematic representation for calculating the LI. LI is calculated by the formula (L� R)/(L
� R), where L and R represent parameters obtained from the source distribution within a time
window of 250–550ms in the left and right ROIs, respectively.A, dSPM-amplitudemethod. The
source waveform averaged in each region of interest is extracted from dSPM. L and R are the
sum of these waveforms in left and right ROIs. The figure shows an example of processing in a
pair of ROIs (supramarginal gyri). The dSPM (top) provides source waveforms averaged within
the left and right supramarginal gyrus (bottom). B, dSPM-counting method. In dSPM, each unit
dipole (top; yellow dots) has a value of activation.Within each region of interest (eg, the left and
right supramarginal gyrus; top), the values of numerous unit dipoles are obtained at each time
point (bottom). The number of unit dipoles with a value over a threshold is counted. L and R are
the total number of unit dipoles counted in left and right ROIs.
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CONCLUSIONS
Our results suggest that spatiotemporal source analysis of lan-

guage-related MEG is a rapid, noninvasive, objective method for

determining language laterality. Compared with the LI-ampli-

tude method, LI-counting is more concordant with the IAP, in-

dicating that IAP results have more correlation with the size of

activated cortex during language processing than with the

strength of activation. Spatiotemporal mapping of language lat-

eralization with the dSPM-counting method may reduce the ne-

cessity for an IAP in as many as 90% of patients.
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